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The installation of accurate and easy-to-view On-board Weighing solutions and Payload Monitoring enable fleet operators to control stock, stock movement and load management during haulage, reducing costs and improving Safety and Productivity.

- Prevent both over and underloading
- Check weight at the face/point of loading
- Production monitoring
- Aid stock control
- Product and customer database
- Both target and incremental weighing
- Operator ID
- Colour HD display with high visibility in bright day light
- User friendly Man Machine Interface ‘MMI’
- Backlit keyboard
- USB data transfer built in
- Wireless connectivity
- Easy navigation
- Easy mounting and positioning of the minimal hardware

A powerful yet easy to use solution.

Suitable for production monitoring and optimum loading of tucks.

VEI’s new generation takes into consideration cab space ergonomics, visibility, ease of use and connectivity while reducing the amount of hardware which has all been achieved in this latest series.

A high-speed thermal printer can be fitted under the in-cab display making a single integrated in-cab unit.

Remote access required, no problem, monitor your production and stock wherever you are via your desk top PC, tablet or smartphone.
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A new name in the UK, yet VEI are a leading global supplier of On-board Weighing systems across a large variety of plant and transport with over 30 years’ experience in supplying innovative solutions across a wide range of applications and industries. Sphere 24 have chosen to supply and support these leading solutions which have been designed and manufacture by VEI based in Vicenza - Italy.